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Dipole and quadrupole contributions to polarized Cu K x-ray absorption near-edge
structure spectra of CuO
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Polarized CuK x-ray absorption near-edge structure spectra of CuO are measured and analyzed with the aim
of extracting quadrupole and dipole partial spectral components. Theoretical spectral components are calcu-
lated within the framework of real-space multiple-scattering technique, relying on a non-self-consistent muffin-
tin potential. A local coordinate systemx8y8z8 suitable for polarization analysis is defined by the sides of the
CuO4 quasirectangle rather than by directions of the Cu-O bonds. An exclusively quadrupole nature of the
prepeak is established both experimentally and theoretically. By analyzing the experimental data, we find that
those states which give rise to the prepeak lie within the CuO plane, and have mainly adx8y8 character. The
theory correctly reproduces gross features of the polarized structure generated by dipole transitions, apart from
a spurious peak at 8983 eV for thepz8 component. A partial agreement between theory and experiment in the
shoulder region suggests that this structure may arise partly from one-electron states and partly from many-
body processes.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.045104 PACS number~s!: 78.70.Dm, 71.20.Nr, 74.72.2h
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of high-Tc superconductors invoked a re
newed interest in basic physical properties of copper oxid
Among them, CuO occupies a unique position thanks to
presence of CuO2 layers in all copper-based high-Tc materi-
als. Low-lying unoccupied electron states of CuO were st
ied by means ofunpolarized, i.e., isotropic, x-ray absorption
near-edge structure~XANES! spectra extensively in the
past.1–4 However, open questions still remain—in particula
in the interpretation of the CuK-edge XANES spectrum
First of all, it is not quite clear to what extent can CuO
described within a one-electron formalism, as the importa
of strong electron correlations in CuO was stressed in m
studies.5–8 Second, contradictory conclusions have be
reached about the nature of prominent spectral features.

For example, the distinct prepeak occurring around 10
below the first intensive maximum was attributed toquadru-
pole transitions on the basis of several sophistica
molecular-cluster calculations.9–11 Another convincing evi-
dence in favor of a significant quadrupole contribution to
K-edge prepeak in XANES of a CuCl4

22 complex was pre-
sented by analyzing its polarization~i.e., angular!
dependence.12 However, it is disputable to what extent th
conclusions reached for a small molecular complex such
CuCl2 ~Ref. 9! or CuCl4

22 ~Refs. 10 and 12! can be general-
ized to the case of a bulk solid CuO. A weak prepeak str
ture generated bydipole transitions alone was also obtaine
from one-electron real-space multiple-scattering~RS-MS!
calculations for large solidlike clusters,1,2 relying just on a
non-self-consistent muffin-tin potential generated via the
called Mattheiss prescription.13 The energy position of the
theoretical prepeak does not quite agree with experimen
those studies;1,2 however, such a discrepancy still can
0163-1829/2001/63~4!/045104~10!/$15.00 63 0451
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ascribed not only to the failure of a dipole approximation b
alternatively also to the inadequacy of a non-self-consis
scattering potential. Note also that one-electron calculati
of the electronic structure of CuO fail to reproduce, e.
bremsstrahlung isochromat spectroscopy~BIS! spectra near
the threshold as well.6,7 Previous investigations of variou
bulk materials demonstrated that the prepeak can be
purely dipole origin~as in TiS2 and related chalcogenides14!
or can have sizable dipole as well as quadrup
contributions—as in VOPO4•2H2O or V2O5 ~cf. Refs. 15
and 16! or in FeCO3 ~Ref. 17!. A polarization-dependence
analysis like that of Hahnet al.12 has not been performed fo
CuO yet. Similarly, no calculation of CuK-edge XANES of
CuO involving quadrupole transitions has been published
far.

Another controversial topic offers a shoulder half-way b
tween the prepeak and the main peak: Molecular-orien
quantum chemistry calculations9–11 attribute this exclusively
to many-body shake-down processes, while it can be re
duced by one-electron RS-MS calculations fairly well.1,2 A
comparative analysis based on ‘‘Natoli’s rule,’’ connectin
peak positions with bond lengths,18 also supports a one
electron interpretation of this shoulder.19

Previous analyses of CuK-edge XANES of CuO were
based on unpolarized spectra.1,2,19 The same is true for the
Cu L3 edge.6,4,8 A simultaneous analysis of CuK, Cu L3, O
K, and BIS spectra of CuO, in terms of quasimolecu
resonances,20 dealt solely with unpolarized spectra. Only th
O K near edge of CuO was studied by both unpolarize6,8

and polarized3 absorption spectroscopy. To our knowledg
no calculation of polarization-resolved densities of unoc
pied states has been performed so far, although several
culations of electronic structure of CuO were published.7,21

On the other hand, polarized CuK-edge spectra of more
complex copper oxides—such as YBa2Cu3O61x ~Ref. 22!,
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ~Refs. 23 and 24! or La22xSrxCuO4 and
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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Nd2CuO4 ~Ref. 25!—have been investigated. Similarly
studies of Cu-centered molecular complexes, on which
quadrupole interpretation of the CuK-edge prepeak in CuO
has relied so far, are based on polarized spectra. Hence,
is an obvious need for a polarized study of CuK XANES of
CuO to fill the existing gap.

It has been demonstrated that unpolarized spectra
much more tolerant to the theory than polariz
spectra16—which, apart from offering a much more stringe
test of the theory, provide an additional insight into the n
ture of particular spectral structures. Hence we concentra
this study onpolarizedCu K-edge spectra of CuO, and an
lyze them both experimentally and theoretically. Our partic
lar aim is to determine the quadrupole or dipole nature of
prepeak.

II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

Cupric oxide can be considered as unique amo
transition-metal monoxides. While the related mon
xides NiO and CoO have cubic crystal structures, C
crystallizes in a monoclinic tetramolecular unit ce
with space groupC2h

6 (2/m, No. 15!, a54.6837 Å, b
53.4226 Å, c55.1288 Å, andb599.54°, with the Cu
atom in a planar coordination of a parallelogram built of fo
O atoms.26 The parallelogram contains the shortest Cu
bonds 1.88 and 1.96 Å, and can be treated as a quasi
angle~Fig. 1!. Other two much longer Cu-O bonds are n
precisely perpendicular to the parallelogram plane, but ra
build apexes of a strongly distorted octahedron.

The parallelograms share one vertex~i.e., one oxygen
atom! with each other, forming two geometrically conjuga
systems of chains running in the directions@110# and
@2110#, and containing the shortest Cu-O bonds. The resp
tive planes include an angle of 78°, and we denote th
x8y8 and x9y9—see Fig. 2. Thus one can differentiate b
tween two different Cu sublattices. The Cu-O bonds with
each chain are coplanar and characterized through an
treme strength~as already observed at the sample prepara
stage!. The external face of a real CuO crystal is shaped
by the unit-cell planes, but rather by surfaces parent to C
planes.

FIG. 1. Nearest coordination of a Cu atom in a CuO crystal
planar CuO4 complex is shown together with the orientation of t
x8 andy8 axes relative to specific Cu-O bonds. The copper atom
in the center of the parallelogram, oxygens form its corners.
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III. EXPERIMENT

A thin CuO plate of about 43430.5 mm3 was cut from
a crystalline sample parallel to one of the chain planes~i.e.,
the plane marked in Fig. 2!. After a dimpling to'10-mm
thickness, it was used as the absorption sample in a clas
transmission layout. The sample orientation and crystal q
ity were verified using Laue patterns.

The experiments were carried out at the beam linesA1
andE4 ~HASYLAB, DESY! equipped with a Si~111! two
crystal monochromator. The sample plate was positioned
PC-controlled goniometer, allowing three perpendicular
tationsf, u, andc, so that in the beginning the directionc
of the unit cell coincides with theu axis and the polarization
vector «, while the sample plate~i.e., the chain plane! is
perpendicular to the beam direction~zero position withf
50, u50, andc50). The rotated sample position (f,u,

andc) is expressed asx85ĈQ̂F̂x, while the wave vectork
and polarization vector« of the incident radiation are no

effected by the rotational operatorsĈ, Q̂, andF̂.
In order to separate the absorption resulting fromK tran-

sitions exclusively, we used a subtraction of the backgrou
function f (E)5a/E41b/E31c after Victoreen. All the
spectra were corrected for an equivalent effective sam
thickness, with an additional matching normalization
max65% in the remote extended x-ray absorption fine str
ture ~EXAFS! region. The normalized raw experiment
spectra are displayed in Fig. 3. The quality of normalizat
is illustrated by appearance of a ‘‘magic point’’ at 8993 e
The three numbers in the parentheses denote the sampl
sitioning anglesf, u, andc, and thus identify each spec
trum. The absolute energy scale was determined by a sim
taneous record of XANES of a pure Cu metal.

IV. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

Theoretical foundations needed for extracting symme
resolved partial spectral components of x-ray absorpt

is

FIG. 2. CuO crystal structure projected on theac plane. The
two chain planes of types I and II are identified by the frames on
left and right halves of the diagram, respectively.
4-2
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spectra were outlined by Brouder27 in an extensive way. Dur-
ing an x-ray absorption process, the initial-state core e
tron, described by a wave functionc i , is excited into a final
state described by a wave functionc f . This wave function
can be angularly projected onto the same atom. Hence, in
region of interest,c f can be written as a superposition
atomiclike wave functions with definite angular momenta

c f~r!5(
lm

Rl~r !Ylm~ r̂!. ~1!

HereRl(r ) andYlm( r̂) represent the radial and angular pa
of the wave function, respectively. The dipole and quad
pole contributions to x-ray absorption cross section can
expressed via27

m~\v,«,k!'d~Ef2Ei2\v!~ u^c f u«•ruR0Y00&u2

1 1
4 u^c f u«•r «•kuR0Y00&u2! ~2!

for theK edge. Employing decomposition~1!, Eq. ~2! can be
further elaborated so that one can obtain the absorption
efficient as a weighted sum of («,k)-independent partia
spectral components. The weights of these components
determined by orientation of vectors« andk with respect to
the crystal.14,27 Therefore, by recording absorption spec
for several different geometrical settings, one can use exp
sion ~2! to set up an appropriate system of linear equatio
from which the partial spectral components can be extrac

The number of individual partial spectral components c
cially depends on the full point symmetry group of the cry
tal. For a monoclinic system, there are four independent
pole partial spectral components and nine quadrup
components.27 This means that it isin principle not possible
to resolve even the dipole part of the x-ray absorption sp
trum into an intuitively plausible system of just three ‘‘o
thogonal’’ partial components, which would reflect the pr
jected local densities of unoccupied states~multiplied by
appropriate radial matrix elements!. This aspect was stresse
recently by Nelhiebelet al.28 who called those residuals o
sum~2!, which are not directly interpretable in terms of pa
tial density-of-states~DOS! projections, ‘‘cross-terms.’’

FIG. 3. Some experimental CuK XANES spectra recorded a
different sample orientations. Three numbers in parentheses de
the sample positioning anglesf, u, andc for each record. Energy
of the incident x rays in eV is displayed on the horizontal axis.
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However, the deviation of the monoclinic CuO structu
from an orthorhombic one is not very large—the angleb
differs from the right angle by less than 10°. For an orth
rhombic structure, one would have just three partial spec
components in the dipole term. The quadrupole contribut
comprises six independent components for an orthorhom
structure, and up to five components for a tetrago
system.27 In order to simplify the analysis and to stay wit
physically transparent concepts as much as possible, we
strict ourselves just tothree dipoleandfive quadrupolecom-
ponents in our polarization analysis, hence decomposing
~2! in an approximate way as14

m5mD1mQ ,

mD5px«x
21py«y

21pz«z
2 , ~3!

mQ5dxy~«xky1«ykx!
21dxz~«xkz1«zkx!

2

1dyz~«ykz1«zky!21dx2-y2~«xkx1«yky!2

1A3dz2~«zkz!
2, ~4!

wheremD andmQ are dipole and quadrupole contributions
the absorption coefficient, respectively, andpx , py , pz , dxy ,
dxz , dyz , dx2-y2, anddz2 denote the partial spectral compo
nents~their designation reflects the corresponding projec
DOS!. Note that the unpolarized quadrupole contributi
~i.e., in case of a polycrystal sample! can be obtained by
angular averaging of Eq.~4! as

mQ
(unpol)5

1

5
dxy1

1

5
dxz1

1

5
dyz1

1

15
dx2-y21

1

15
A3dz2.

~5!

If Eqs. ~3! and ~4! present a good approximation to th
full equation ~2!, then the partial spectral components o
tained by their inversion must coincide when different sets
measured polarized spectra are inserted into their left-h
sides. Hence it can be checkeda posterioriwhether the ad-
ditional reduction of the number of independent partial sp
tral components was justified or not, and also whether
orientation of the coordinate systemxyz was chosen in a
suitable way.

V. THEORY

Polarized CuK-edge XANES spectra of CuO were calc
lated employing the RS-MS formalism.29 The RSMScode we
used30 is basically a modified and amendedICXANES com-
puter code of Vvedensky, Saldin, and Pendry.31 The calcula-
tions presented here were performed for a cluster of 95 at
~i.e., of radius 6.0 Å), employing full multiple scattering
Coordinations of atoms26 in finite clusters of CuO were gen
erated with the help of theCRYSTIN crystallographic
database32 and thePICTUR code of Dusˇek.33 The largest an-
gular momentum included in the single-site scattering w
l max54.

Non-self-consistent muffin-tin potentials were genera
via the so-called Mattheiss prescription~a superposition of
charge densities of isolated atoms!.13 Electron densities for

ote
4-3
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free atoms were calculated self-consistently within the loc
density approximation by theLDAT code of Vacka´ř.34 The
exchange-correlation potential of Ceperley and Adler35 was
used for atomic calculations of the occupied states. In c
structing the Mattheiss potential appropriate for unoccup
states, an energy-independentXa potential with the Kohn-
Sham value ofa50.66 was used.36 The muffin-tin radii of
nonoverlapping spheres were determined so that single
potentials, which were being superimposed, matched at
touching points ~‘‘matching potential condition’’!. The
muffin-tin zero was set to the average interstitial potent
The influence of the core hole left by the excited electr
was taken into account while calculating atomic charge d
sities by removing one electron from the core level and p
ting it into the lowest unoccupied atomic level~‘‘relaxed and
screened approximation’’!—see, e.g., Ref. 37 for a more de
tailed prescription and analysis.

All theoretical results presented here include the convo
tion with a Lorentzian function, in order to take into accou
the 1s core hole lifetime. The full width at half-maximum
~FWHM! was taken 1.5 eV according to the compilation
Al Shammaet al.38

Both dipole and quadrupole transitions were taken i
account in our XANES calculation~necessary equations ca
be found, e.g., in the paper of Brouder27!. As presented in
Sec. IV, our partial spectral decomposition is restricted j
to threep-like components and fived-like components. We
identified them by means of Eqs.~3! and ~4!: By a suitable
choice of the« vectors and, in the case ofd-like components,
also thek vectors, all partial spectral weights vanish but on
and the partial spectral component is just equal to the ca
lated polarized spectrum. Only thedz2 component cannot be
obtained in a ‘‘pure’’ form, and was thus deduced from t
quadrupole part of the«5(0,1/A2,1/A2), k5(0,1/A2,
21/A2) spectrum, as it follows from Eq.~4! that mQ

5(1/2)dx2-y21(A3/2)dz2.

VI. RESULTS

There are two ‘‘natural’’ coordinate systems for CuO
One of them is connected with the whole unit cell, and
other is attached to the local neighborhood of the absorb
Cu atom. In the ‘‘cell coordinate system’’xyz, the y andz
axes are fixed by crystallographic axes (yib,zic), andx is
orthogonal to them. The ‘‘local coordinate system’’x8y8z8
is oriented according to the oxygen parallelogram~Fig. 1!, so
that thex8 axis is parallel to its longer side~the O-O distance
'2.9 Å), the y8 axis lies within the CuO4 parallelogram
plane, and is perpendicular tox8 ~thereby it is nearly collin-
ear to the shorter O-O side of'2.6 Å) and thez8 axis is
perpendicular to thex8y8 plane.

As noted in Sec. II, there are actually two interpenetrat
systems of CuO4 parallelograms in the CuO crystal~see Fig.
2!. Hence when decomposing the x-ray absorption spectr
the local coordinate system, one must take into account
the raw experimental spectra reflect anaverageover two
different Cu sites in two different sublattices~i.e., over co-
ordinate systemsx8y8z8 andx9y9z9 in Fig. 2!. Both Cu sites
are crystallographically equivalent, and hence they give
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to identical partial spectral components, except for sp
related contributions stemming from antiferromagnetic
dering of Cu atoms. However, since the spectra were
corded from a non-single-domain sample, the resolv
components reproduce an average of ‘‘spin-up’’ and ‘‘sp
down’’ DOS’s over all the domains. This average will b
equal for both Cu sublattices, provided the resulting m
netic moments of domains are oriented randomly. Thus o
the partial spectral weights vary when contributions fro
different Cu sites are considered.

In Table I, we summarize partial spectral weights relev
to the experimental spectra presented in Fig. 3. The weig
are evaluated from Eqs.~3! and~4!, for both the cell coordi-
nate systemxyz and for the local coordinate systemx8y8z8.

A. Dipole contributions

Let us consider just the dipole terms alone. In Fig. 4
present partial spectral components resolved from four
ferent triads of experimental curves by inverting Eqs.~3! in
the cell and in the local coordinate systems. From the g
overall coincidence of the spectral components obtai
from different triads, it follows that considering only thre
dipole components was justified, and that bothxyz and
x8y8z8 coordinate systems are suitable for the partial spe
decomposition. Note that the latter is not self-evident: W
verified that an arbitrary choice of the coordinate syst
does not generally lead to any coincidence of solutions
systems~3!. Particularly, it is interesting to note that, e.g
orienting thex8 and y8 axes along the shortest Cu-O bon
directions does not create a good ‘‘parental’’ coordinate s
tem ~spectral densities extracted from different triads do
coincide in such a case!.

B. Quadrupole contributions

Since in transition-metal compounds the emp
3d-derived states normally lie at lower energies than

TABLE I. Partial spectral weights evaluated from expressio
~3! and~4! in both the cell and the local coordinate systems, for
same crystal orientations with respect to the« and k vectors as
compiled in Fig. 3. The first line corresponds to the cell coordin
systemxyz, while the second line refers to the local systemx8y8z8.

px py pz dxy dxz dyz dx2-y2 dz2

f, u, c px8 py8 pz8 dx8y8 dx8z8 dy8z8 dx82-y82 dz82

0,0,0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.32 0.68 0.0 0.0
0.01 0.96 0.03 0.39 0.03 0.48 0.05 0.0

90,0,36 0.11 0.89 0.0 0.60 0.0 0.0 0.40 0.0
0.35 0.04 0.61 0.02 0.42 0.02 0.14 0.4

45,0,36 0.0 0.65 0.35 0.34 0.27 0.0 0.22 0.1
0.24 0.34 0.42 0.31 0.19 0.02 0.12 0.3

90,0,0 0.68 0.32 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.87 0.0
0.56 0.01 0.42 0.02 0.73 0.03 0.07 0.1

90,0,236 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.68 0.0 0.32 0.03 0.13 0.01 0.21 0.6
4-4
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empty 4p-derived states, significant quadrupole transitio
are most likely to occur mainly in the pre-edge region. Fro
principal reasons, it is not possible to employ a direct inv
sion of the full 838 linear system@Eqs. ~3! and ~4!# as a
means to extract quadrupole spectral compone
dxy ,dxz , . . . from the experimental data~see the Appendix
for details!. Hence other procedures have to be found a
applied instead. One serviceable way to identify quadrup
contributions in x-ray absorption spectra is to look for dev
tions from a full coincidence of partial spectral componen
resolved from different sets of experimental curves, wh
treating all the transitions as dipole-originated.14,16By apply-
ing this method, it can readily be shown that the prepe
comprises at least a sizable quadrupole component: The
glect of quadrupole contributions in Sec. VI A disrupts t
coincidence of curves representing partial spectralp compo-
nents extracted from different data sets at energies aro
8979 eV~see the insets in Fig. 4!. We assume that the some
what largeabsolutespread in amplitudes at higher energi
~see Fig. 4, especially the right panel! is stipulated mostly by
some ‘‘technical’’ factors such as background fit quality a
numerical instabilities encountered when solving the sys
~3! ~see also Ref. 16 for a corresponding analysis of V2O5
spectra!.

FIG. 4. Experimental CuK-edge XANES resolved into partia
spectralp-like components in the cell coordinate system~upper
panel! and in the local coordinate system~lower panel!. The small
drawings depict the relevant coordinate systems. The horizo
axis is in eV, and the vertical scale is arbitrary. The breakdown
the dipole angular dependence is shown enlarged in the insets
p-like components were resolved from four different linear syste
of the form of Eq.~3!.
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Another way to assess the extent of quadrupole contr
tions is to make use of experimental curves recorded at s
sample-to-beam orientations that dipole spectral weights
identical, while quadrupole spectral weights differ. An illu
trative set of such curves in the pre-edge region is displa
in Fig. 5. Weights of partial spectral components relevan
the respective curves are listed in Table II. The spread
individual curves belonging to identical dipole groups r
flects the significance of quadrupole transitions at the p
peak.
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FIG. 5. Pre-edge region of CuK-edge-polarized XANES. Each
spectrum is identified by the sample positioning anglesf, u, and
c. The curves are associated one with another in such a way
the dipole spectral weights are identical within each group, wh
the quadrupole spectral weights differ. Spectral weights for e
component and sample orientation are listed in Table II.

TABLE II. Weights of spectral components of polarized CuK
XANES of CuO at different sample orientations~those, for which
the curves displayed in Fig. 5, were recorded!. Note that within
each group, the dipole spectral weights are identical while the qu
rupole spectral weights differ. For each particular crystal orientat
~identified by positioning anglesf, u, andc), the first line corre-
sponds to the cell coordinate systemxyz, while the second line
refers to the local systemx8y8z8.

px py pz dxy dxz dyz dx2-y2 dz2

f, u, c px8 py8 pz8 dx8y8 dx8z8 dy8z8 dx82-y82 dz82

90,0,34 0.14 0.86 0.0 0.52 0.0 0.0 0.48 0.0
0.35 0.04 0.61 0.02 0.44 0.02 0.14 0.3

58,238,45 0.14 0.86 0.0 0.23 0.08 0.47 0.22 0.0
0.35 0.04 0.61 0.15 0.25 0.34 0.18 0.0

90,0,234 1.00 0.0 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.68 0.0 0.32 0.03 0.12 0.02 0.21 0.6

58,38,245 1.00 0.0 0.0 0.45 0.55 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.68 0.0 0.32 0.37 0.06 0.18 0.10 0.2

0,45,0 0.0 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.96 0.04 0.0 0.0
0.02 0.95 0.03 0.64 0.01 0.31 0.01 0.0

0,234,0 0.0 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.0
0.02 0.95 0.03 0.27 0.04 0.56 0.07 0.0

0,0,0 0.0 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.31 0.69 0.0 0.0
0.02 0.95 0.03 0.39 0.03 0.48 0.05 0.0
4-5
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In order to make a more quantitative estimate of the re
tive ratios of thed-like components by inverting Eqs.~3! and
~4!, we need to know at least one of the partial spec
components@only then the degenerate 838 system of Eqs.
~3! and~4! will change into a nondegenerate 737 system#. It
can be inferred from Fig. 5 that the spectra~90,0,34! and
~90,0,234! may contain minor quadrupole contribution
only. We make a ‘‘qualified guess’’ for the~90,0,234! spec-
trum: A smooth curve was used to interpolate it in the p
edge region, as shown in Fig. 5, and the small deviation
the measured~90,0,234! spectrum from this interpolating
curve was identified with the quadrupole contribution~de-
composed into partiald-like components in the cell and th
local frames according to Table II!. Once one of thed-like
components is fixed in this way, a nondegenerate~formally!
737 system of linear equations can be assembled from E
~3! and ~4!, and remaining partial spectral components c
be resolved.~In reality, however, we circumvented the pro
lem of solving a potentially numerically unstable 737 sys-
tem by uncovering the partial spectral components in a s
by-step way, employing experimental setups with spe
‘‘convenient’’ values of partial spectral weights—as ind
cated in Table II.! The results of such a procedure are d
played in Fig. 6, both for the cell and the local coordina
systems. It is evident from Fig. 6 that the prepeak in C
indeed is almost exclusively of aquadrupolenature.

FIG. 6. Experimental CuK-edge XANES in the pre-edge re
gion, resolved into partial spectralp- andd-like components, in the
cell coordinate system~upper panel! and in the local coordinate
system~lower panel!. The two coordinate systems, in which th
partial spectral components are defined, are depicted by small d
ing in each of the panel. Both dipole and quadrupole transitions
taken into account.
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To estimate the robustness of our decomposition, thedyz
component was extracted from four alternative linear s
tems anddxz from two different sets in the cell coordinat
system. The curves coincide rather well. Nevertheless,
should not take this coincidence too optimistically—the s
tistics is still not very convincing, and one must expect mu
worse coincidence especially at weaker intensities.

The correctness of the somewhat intuitive assumpt
about the nature of the~90,0,234! spectrum made above i
crucial for theshapeof fine spectral features of thed-like
components resolved in this way, but, at the same time,
sufficiently robust for estimating the general ratio betwe
partialdxy ,dxz , . . . contributions~i.e., between areas below
the peaks!. In particular, we have tested that assuming
quadrupole contribution to the~90,0,-34! spectrum to be zero
altogether does not lead to essential changes in the dist
tion of the partial spectrald-like components displayed in
Fig. 6 ~the deviations induced by these two different ‘‘initia
guesses’’ fall within 10% at most!.

C. Comparison between theory and experiment

Comparison between theory and experiment is displa
in Fig. 7, separately for the dipole and the quadrupole c
tributions. Only the local coordinate system is considered
brevity ~comparing theory and experiment for the other c
ordinate system as well would not yield anything new!. The
absolute energy scale of the calculated spectrum was fi
by adjusting the energy positions of thepz8 peak at 8998 eV.
The relative positions of quadrupole and dipole theoreti
components were provided by the calculation itself, ho
ever. The scaling of the vertical axis was chosen arbitrar
so that heights of the dipole contributions would be appro
mately equal for the experimental and theoretical curves.
ratio between experimental and theoretical intensities of
quadrupole curves~upper frames in Fig. 7! is thus fixed, i.e.,
not arbitrary any more. A convolution of the theoretic
spectra with a Lorentzian with a FWHM of 1.5 eV simulat
the 1s-hole lifetime broadening.

It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the theory describes w
gross features of the partialp-like components. The ratio
betweenpx8 , py8 , andpz8 intensities is generally well pre
served. However, the agreement between theory and ex
ment is not a perfect one. The best situation is with thepy8
component: Theory reproduces the threefold structure of
main peak~subpeaks at 8994, 8998, and 9001 eV!, as well as
a weak shoulder around 8986 eV. Only the very faint feat
at 8990 eV does not have its counterpart in the calculatedpy8
curve. The fine structure of the main broad peak of thepx8
component is reproduced less satisfactorily—in the theor
cal spectrum, its beginning at 8995 eV is too sharp. Mo
over, the distinct shoulder at 8986 eV is absent in the ca
lation. The worst situation emerges for the«iz8polarization:
Theory correctly provides the peaks at;8992 and 8998 eV,
but the theoretical peak at 8986 eV has a superfluous do
structure and, more seriously, there is no experimental co
terpart to the peak predicted at 8983 eV.

The energy position of the quadrupole prepeak is p
dicted correctly by the theory, apart from a minor 1-eV sh

w-
re
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The peak intensity of the theoretical quadrupole spec
curves is about three times higher than of the experime
ones—still, it is much lower than the intensity of dipo
peaks occurring at higher energies. The overall intensity
the prepeak in the unpolarized, isotropic case, evaluated
Eq. ~5! and integrated over the whole prepeak energy ra
~with the extent of about 8 eV!, is about seven times highe
for the theory than for the experiment.

Our calculation suggests that the spectrald-like compo-
nents arise from transitions to highly localized states: T
theoretical structure presented in Fig. 7 was actually ge
ated by broadening the raw calculated spectrum, which c
prises just five very intense and very narrow Lorentzia
shaped resonances. Four of them are located around
eV, they are separated in energy by 0.06–0.10 eV from e
other, and their FWHM’s are in the range of 0.003–0.0

FIG. 7. Comparison of theoretical and experimental partial sp
tral components of CuK-edge XANES in thelocal coordinate sys-
tem. Dipole transitions are represented by thep-like components in
the lower two frames, and quadrupole transitions give rise to
d-like components shown in the upper two frames. In the lower t
frames, the dotted line denotes thepx8 component, the solid line
denotes thepy8 component, and dashed lines denote thepz8 com-
ponent. The quadrupole-relatedd-like components in the two uppe
frames were multiplied by ten or 30 as indicated, in order to m
them more visible.
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eV; the fifth of them is shifted by about 1 eV to highe
energies, and its FWHM is about 0.02 eV. We do not disp
these raw theoretical curves for brevity. The predicted
composition of the theoretical prepeak into individuald-like
components appears to be in a disagreement with the dec
position obtained from experimental data~cf. the two upper
panels of Fig. 7!.

VII. DISCUSSION

The success of decomposing the experimental CuK-edge
XANES into just three dipole spectral components confir
our initial conjecture that deviations of CuO crystal from t
orthorhombic structure are not significant in this respect. U
ing another terminology, the dipole cross-terms,28 although
formally present, do not give rise to observable features
this case. This is not surprising: As noted in Sec. IV, it is t
deviation of the angleb599.54° from the right angle, which
causes the dipole-selected polarized spectra of CuO to c
prise four independent components instead of merely th
As this deviation is not very large, it is natural to expect th
just three components ought to be enough to describe
dipole part of the polarized CuK-edge spectra of CuO.

A bit more unexpectedly, we foundfrom the experiment
that a consistent local coordinate systemx8y8z8, suitable for
polarized XANES analysis, has to be oriented so that thex8
and y8 axes are directedparallel to the sidesof the CuO4
parallelogram, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that in earlier pub
cations dealing with the electronic structure of CuO~e.g.,
Ref. 21!, local coordinate axes seem to have been orien
differently—namely, parallel to the Cu-O bonds. Neverth
less, this fact probably has only a secondary importance
physical problems. Note also that in the case of high-Tc su-
perconductors, a suitable orientation of thex8 and y8 axes
within the CuO2 layers may be different than in the case
CuO, as the orthorhombic distortion of the O4 base is much
lower for high-Tc materials than for CuO.39

The purely quadrupolenature of the prepeak was esta
lished in a positive way, both experimentally and theore
cally. Preliminary assignments based on investigations
CuCl2 and CuCl4

22 molecular complexes9–12 are thus con-
firmed. The reproduction of this prepeak by earlier RS-M
calculations,1,2 which were limited to the dipole contribu
tions only, was just a fortuitous one: The putative unpol
ized ‘‘prepeak’’ actually arose from the spuriouspz8 peak at
8983 eV~see the lower two panels of Fig. 7!.

We feel that only a rigorous analysis of the kind pe
formed here, for the material in question, can be conside
as sufficient to determine the quadrupole or dipole chara
of the prepeak. Our study thus puts on a solid ground ea
tentative attributions of quadrupole character to prepeak
more complex copper oxides as well. In particular, e.g., Sa
et al.24 identified a quadrupole transition in CuK XANES of
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d , relying just on a comparison of two po
larized spectra. Exploiting the analogy between CuO a
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d , our study provides indirect but firm evi
dence in support of their conclusion.

By analyzing the experimental spectra, we found a c
sistent way of describing the quadrupole contribution
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terms of just fived-like components, which happens formal
only for tetragonal and higher symmetries. However,
quadrupole prepeak is weak and in fact quite structurel
meaning that definite conclusions concerning negligibility
thequadrupole cross-termscannot be drawn solely from thi
observation. Note that, contrary to the dipole case, the for
presence of cross-terms in the quadrupole part of CuK-edge-
polarized spectra of CuO is not caused just by the sli
deviation ofb from the right angle: Even for an orthorhom
bic structure, there would still be six independent comp
nents left, i.e., one too many to be interpretable in terms
d-like DOS-related components~cf. Sec. IV—one needs a
tetragonal symmetry to reduce the number of spectral c
ponents down to five or even four!. An intuitive reason why
one could do with just five components only might rest in t
fact that the x-ray absorption process is a local one in
nature and, hence, it is the local symmetry of the CuO4 semi-
rectangle which matters most.~Although, formally, it is the
full point group of the crystal and not the local point grou
of the photoabsorber which determines the angular dep
dence of polarized spectra.27! As the deviation of the CuO4
semirectangle from a perfect square is not a drastic on
can be expected that no large error is generated by relyin
five components only. By sticking with fived-like spectral
components, it is also more easier to make links with pre
ous studies, as x-ray spectra of CuO and related compo
were often treated within the tetragonalD4h framework in
the past.6,20 Thus we adopt the negligibility of quadrupo
cross-terms as a ‘‘working hypothesis,’’ not inconsiste
with our analysis of experimental results.

As a whole, it is first of all the overall magnitude of eac
of the dx8y8 ,dx8z8 , . . . contributions to the quadrupole pr
peak~areas below the respective curves! that is provided by
our analysis. The double-peak structure apparent from
uppermost panel of Fig. 7 may be an artifact. Our RS-M
calculation fails to reproduce the experiment-based dec
position of the quadrupole peak into five specific part
spectrald-like components. An obvious, though not very r
vealing, explanation at hand is the inadequacy of the sca
ing potential we employed for energies that close to
threshold: A non-self-consistent muffin-tin potential may
just accurate enough to reproduce the prepeak in position
intensity but insufficient to provide a correc
dx8y8 ,dx8z8 , . . . decomposition. This interpretation is pla
sible given the fact that inaccuracies in the calculation oc
even at higher energies, where the details of the scatte
potential ought to play an even smaller role. However, o
should bear in mind that the experimental decomposition
self may also be inaccurate—due to neglect of the cro
terms ~see above! and/or due to statistical errors in the e
perimental data. Evidently, further study seems to
necessary before the shares of individualdx8y8 ,dx8z8 , . . .
components in the prepeak are known more precisely
reliably. At the moment, we put more trust in the analysis
the experimental data, and assume that the prepeak is
prised mainly of thedx8y8 component~measured in the loca
coordinate frame!.

This finding of ours can be confronted with results
electronic structure calculations by Anisimovet al.21 and
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Grioni et al.3 Both groups discovered that the projection
the lowest unoccupied states in CuO onto the Cu site ha
dx2-y2 character. However, it can be deduced that their co
dinate system is rotated by 45° with respect to our lo
coordinate frame~cf. Fig. 1!, which means that theirdx2-y2

orbital actually corresponds to thedx8y8 orbital in our nota-
tion. Thus it can be concluded that our experimental find
supports earlier theoretical results.3,21 A similar conclusion
in its nature—viz., that the lowest unoccupied states lie
the localx8y8 plane—was reached also for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8
by analyzing polarization dependence of the experimenta
K edge spectra.40

There is a significant disagreement between theory
experiment for thepz8 dipole component around 8983 eV
Since our calculation relies on a non-self-consistent muf
tin potential generated via the Mattheiss prescription, o
cannot aim at a very good coincidence between experime
and theoretical curves. Nevertheless, the existence of a
nounced spurious peak in the theory is a larger failure t
one would expect. This is especially surprising given the f
that our calculation correctly reproduces the position and
tensity of the quadrupole peak, which is even closer to
Fermi level~and hence more prone to deficiences of the sc
tering potential!. This reminds one of the case of the pola
ized V K-edge XANES spectra of V2O5, where failures of
the theory for the polarized«iz component were also
observed.16

It is not evident what is the cause of this failure. Ten
tively we suggest, however, the breakdown of the muffin-
approximation as the main reason: the«ix8 and«iy8 spec-
tra, which mainly probe the electronic structure of mo
closely packedx8y8 planes are reproduced markedly bet
than the«iz8 component, which is presumably more affect
by the loose CuO structure in thez8 direction. We would not
disclose this failure of the theory unless polarized spec
were involved. Comparison of the theory with polarized e
periments also reveals that the calculated structure provis
ally identified with the prepeak in earlier theoretical stud
of unpolarized spectra,1,2 actually arose from this falsepz8
peak at 8983 eV.

The calculation describes some of the features in
shoulder structure of the polarized spectra between;8986
and 8992 eV; however, some of the experimental peaks
not have theoretical counterparts in this energy range~espe-
cially the px8 peak at 8986 eV!. At this energy range—
around 10 eV above the edge—one can expect that the
ciencies of a non-self-consistent muffin-tin potenti
employed by us, need not be very significant. Let us re
further that previous studies suggested a many-body inter
tation of the shoulder structure.9–11 Hence, in light of these
facts, it seems plausible that the shoulder structure is o
mixed origin: In part it is of a one-electron nature, and in pa
it is caused by many-body shake-down processes of the
explored by Bair and Goddard,9 Kosugi et al.,10 and
Yokoyamaet al.11 The same argument evidently applies
the unpolarized spectra as well. Nevertheless, the purely
electron nature of the shoulder peaks still cannot be exclu
as long as a proper full-potential self-consistent study
made. On the other hand, an exclusively many-body in
4-8
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pretation of the whole shoulder between 8986 and 8992
seems to be improbable in the light of our results.

The peaks of the theoretical spectrum are sharper tha
the experiment, even after finite core hole lifetime smear
is applied~especially in case ofpx8 and py8 components!.
The need for additional smearing suggests a further ph
electron lifetime reduction—an effect which may have co
mon grounds in other heavier transition metals as well.41

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We found that a ‘‘natural’’ local coordinate system, su
able for analyzing low-lying unoccupied electron states
defined by the sides of the CuO4 quasirectangle rather tha
by the Cu-O bonds. The prepeak in the CuK-edge XANES
spectrum of CuO is a purely quadrupole one. One-elec
theory, based on a non-self-consistent muffin-tin poten
correctly identifies the quadrupole prepeak and a more
nounced polarized structure generated by dipole transiti
apart from a notable failure at 8983 eV for thepz8 compo-
nent in the local frame—a breakdown which would rema
uncovered if only unpolarized spectra were analyzed.
analyzing the experimental data, we find that states giv
rise to the prepeak lie within thex8y8 plane and have mainly
a dx8y8 character, in agreement with earlier electronic str
ture calculations.3,21 A partial agreement between theory a
experiment in the shoulder region suggests that this struc
may arise partly from one-electron states and partly fr
many-body processes.
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APPENDIX: EXTRACTION OF QUADRUPOLE PARTIAL
SPECTRAL COMPONENTS

Even if the experimental spectra were measured ab
lutely accurately, it still would not be possible to resolv
partial spectral components of both dipole and quadrup
origin simultaneously, just by inverting the 838 system
@Eqs.~3! and~4!#. The reason for this is that the eight sphe
cal harmonics~or their linear combinations!, on which we
project the angular part of the radiatively perturbed co
state, do not form an orthogonal basis. Rather, they form
orthogonal bases, namely, a three-dimensional base a
five-dimensional base—but no eight-dimensional base.
course, the hydrogenlike wave functions~but not their angu-
lar parts! do form an orthogonal 838 system.

This can be observed from the fact that the partial spec
weights, which form the coefficients of the 838 system,
conform the orthonormalization requirement for thel 51 and
2 cases separately:

(
a

x,y,z

u^Yau«•ruY00&u251,

(
a

xy,xz, . . . ,z2

u^Yau«•r «•kuY00&u251.

One can check this for the particular form of spectral deco
position we use directly, by inserting the Cartesian com
nents of the« and k vectors~which can be found, e.g., in
Ref. 27! into Eqs.~3! and ~4!, thus forming an 838 matrix
of the coefficients. It is now straightforward to show that t
determinant of this 838 system must be zero: If we add th
second and third columns to the first, we obtain a colu
which has a unit value in each of its positions, similarly
what we find if we add the last four columns to the four
one—thus obtaining two identical columns of units. Hen
our 838 system of equations is a degenerate one, and ca
be solved unless an additional condition for the partial sp
tral components is employed.
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